Comparison of clinical gait analysis strategies by French neurologists, physiatrists and physiotherapists.
Clinical and functional gait analysis is used widely by different professionals dealing with patients with hemiplegia. The aim of this study was to examine the gait analysis strategies of neurologists, specialists in physical and rehabilitation medicine (physiatrists) and physiotherapists. Differences in global analysis strategy and choice of indicators between different clinicians have not previously been studied precisely, and we believe that a standardized approach would enhance the training of young practitioners. The knowledge acquisition phase (specialists' expertise identification) was completed by an identified expert with a subject groups of 5 neurologists, 5 specialists in physical and rehabilitation medicine and 5 physiotherapists, who were asked to comment on a videotape of patients with hemiplegia walking, followed by a semi-directed interview. The results show that specialists use a wide variety of gait indicators. The total number of different medical vocabulary and expressions used to describe gait was 396, semantically grouped as 60 general indicators. Specialists highlighted an analysis strategy (order, type and number of indicators) typical to each professional specialty. The neurologists tried to identify the elements allowing localization of lesions and characterized the hemiplegia globally,while the specialists in physical and rehabilitation medicine conducted a bio-mechanical analysis and the physiotherapists were highly descriptive. The differences in strategies adopted by each specialty contribute to an enrichment of gait analysis. This should be taken into account in teaching and determining gait assessment scales.